
Optodes are optical sensor type devices that are used to make 
hemodynamic and oxygen measurements of a subject, and are placed 
orthogonal to the subject's head in varying specific arrays to obtain 
measurements [1]. They are used in a procedure called functional near 
infrared spectroscopy abbreviated as fNIRS . These optodes are arranged on 
the head in current products like a rigid body ‘cap’ design or a swimmers cap 
[2]. These designs are  essentially caps with holes in them to place the 
optode on. These caps lack spatial control and do not allow the user full 
degrees of freedom. Our fNIRS Optode Helmet Construct (fOHC) allows the 
user to place the optodes all around the eye fields on the head. The user 
would first however move or ‘part’ the hair away from the optode hole 
using our optode pattern system. Our design, is a structure system to allow 
the movement of these patterns around the head which would then 
correlate to moving optodes around the head, with stability and accuracy, 
while parting the hair automatically with shape geometry / morphology of 
the hair parting patterns. 
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Our Design incorporated the following
• A slider system which can allow movement across the delrin track which 

impart moves the optode pattern.
• An adjustable main support strap that allow the fOHC to be modular in 

size, with adjustments of different head sizes. 
• A hair parting optode groove pattern capable of hair parting assistance 

during the pattern adjustments. 
• And a full range of optode pattern movements allowing for all the 

necessary degrees of freedom. 
• And the Hair Parting Optode Pattern satisfies the mathematical expression 

for optode to scalp relationship, which states that the Optodes must be 
orthogonal to the subjects scalp. 

This was achieved by the following image showing the optode pattern. 

This is the fOHC designed in accordance with the customer 
requirements. 
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